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Tos sorcerer guide

Since I haven't seen the last iCBUT topic yet [summary] after reviewing the Magician Class General because I'm going ahead and posting it. Magician's Skill Guide (and Insects): Makes (Pretty Free) &gt;-I Went Before Before, Before I Went To Pypya, Laker C2 Before Going Magician. There is some good compatibility the saman but ultimately the magician skills are very unique to
use in the kumbo with other helpful skills. I would argue that any construction as long as it is not something crazy like wiz c3. -Int is a major factor in determining how your sumin is attacked, while you will need a lot of SPR to recover from Summonang. I went into 70% int and 30% in SPR. You really will not get hit as much as a sun (it's not one anyway) so if you want a glass of
tape then go for it. I recommend that there should be something con with a lagoon because you will stay too much of the crowd and your saman will not pull them for you. I can't remember how many times the full hp went from 0 to 0 in a fold from a dangerous joint punishment. - I'm planning lv. 5 demand servant, Lv. 2 demand salamaaon, lv. 5 summonang, hold, rider and morph.
Reasons explained on feedback. &gt; &gt;-After keeping cards in both the central and secondary sections on the grammar, this skill will call the main galaxy with secondary card status. -Important card works as the galaxy model and gives secondary card status. -Drains 1% per 2 seconds at all sp skill levels. -You add more dmg and your int and spr, lv. 1 40% int (it) and 40% spr
(def) included, 50% lv. 2 and so on. -* Bug: The secondary card does not provide proper status at this time. The Ritheris card secondary status is significantly lower than the other card (2.1 k hp to k hp). Edit: This way it looks like the effect of stars works instead of sub on the main card. My demand goes to loss 1.1 k to 1 on 2 stars. * &gt; Attack on the ground defines the area of
demand attacks but still allows it to move after that. -Hold it gets connected in a position, if you walk in the map it will still be there. Still attack ingenemies can reach it. -If there is an enemy between him and the attack earth, then it will clear them before reaching first, grab it ignores all the crowds along the way. &gt; Changed key demands turn into secondary card format. As well as
the monster skill changes during the ride 100% hp.-it will not work if you need to stand in place for a second or around it. -I can't return to the card, to be desmoned. &gt; &gt;-takes around ~. 35% per second while spending each other and when using boss skills.-Lose cackaao on a condition but as dirty as it and &gt; &amp; &gt;-Each level as much as the bat call. Attacks Is the
loss around 200 based on the user or self-harm? Loss + 1 per 2 int, + 11/12 seems to be per level. -My 251 int is a bug, it's actually 151. The State is right for that. -Attack your int attack and it's level based on you. Lv. 1 x 0.4 int, lv. 2 x 0.5 int and so on. -My salamayaun does around half the loss of my demand (demand = 1.1 k, Salamayaun = ~600)-Unlike Summonang, it does not
cost SP to maintain it. &gt; &gt;-Each level increases the leather at the top of the last one level: A ratio of attack level 2: A ratio of attack, speed of recovery of SP 3: A ratio of attack, speed of recovery of SP, level of capacity recovery 4: A ratio of attack, speed of recovery of SP, capacity recovery, increased magic defensive level 5: A ratio of attack, SP recovery speed, capacity
recovery, increased magic defense, black property attack may fail -Is there no sp price to maintain it - as leather is not registered in the stat window-dark property attack, it takes to give additional damage effects to all the party within such a &gt;----------So you want to be a magician? Great! Any wiz can become one, but how effective you are depends on THE RNGoddess. -For
now, the state wisdom is all your cards are the same whether it's a star or two stars, a weak Berus or a keycloud. However, eventually they will fix it and you will need more cards to dry in the communication black-hoal. (To God) talk about struggles—** *—You get the most of this kind from your early card search owners, sometimes it copies you to owners of the likes of
Chapparasion and Nekrvanter. **Grinding the saheth*-remember to grinding these awesome memories lv. 50 Just a saith to get? Well, now you can go back there and over-drink and pray you get a card! You lv. 50-fold is 5 times a day and you are lv 120+ once it is easy to solo. I also found that lv. 90 cubedrops along a necropatore card often. ***/CardBattles**-the easiest and
most dangerous way to get a card. If you get a card, say goodbye to 100 communications or possibly unique cards. I've gone from 14 to 20 and then 12 to play it once, it's very dangerous and I only recommend that if you have a duplete card. (Most of the time you're just waiting for an opponent)** field boss*—as the title said, you have to run around the search map for the field
boss and pray that it's a card. What can be done (Ajdwara: Not fully worth the effort)? &gt;-Create card * Treadabali *-it will end it for almost everyone that comes along. I think it can make for an easy high star demand but it can be set by making difficult levels or low-sat.-Renewable Quest Owners-Quest Boss Again Make sure you can return the card, At least only the card drop is
there. A lot of people accessible the saman on RGNG can scurve, while some sun making stuck with awesome cards while others put in the same effort while others are better. I'm on my personal experiments list using them, if you have a different opinion, it's better/worse, then comment on it. Attack Land: Very difficult to use, on the w/e destination in the way of the in-demand
attack. Rarely works properly on bossfights. Hold: The attack feels like an upgrade on the field, after re-arranging my next skill I'll use it instead. Morph: When your demand is about dying, it's a konvanant switch, only works once per summonang. I never used it to grinding or bossing but the Summonang CD is only 60s and it is the large HP pool which survives away before The
Cooldeven. The drawing: It's a newness skill. You can have cool skills on the owner but it really drains your SP immediately, and your own dps will probably be better until you gamped yourself (i.e. wiz c3, pahiska c1). Your movement speed is a little faster on demand so if you're not concerned about SP then it will make a great ride across a zone. Edit: * A trick you can use ride-
&gt; use skill-&gt; get away during its animation. If you do that you will not spend as much time using a skill and it is not much sp. * * Familiar with the demand: the damage is so, but ultimately the skill is not worth pt. This CD does not help. It may be different when you can use its properties but I don't think it is because it is the shading of the burst only when you are attacking is
very scary. Demand Salamayaun: I initially thought it was a disservice skill, but when I try it it was very easy. Salamayaun is a good scopygot to take some aggro away from you but it's all a target attack. However, there is no SP price with it and i'm not looking like it in the long term. You lv. In 1 (60s CD, 60s period) it can be resomed unsurely so I only lv it. 1 or lv. I want to put on 2
because the high lv just increases its at and duration. Ask Servant: The best skills from all the magician skilled trees. Not only does it cost less SP 5 minutes gives the bifs with just 1 minute cofa with The Konalduun! It should be used by it as the leather cat would take a while and any hit would make it go away like this. Leather money depends on the skill, i lv either. 2 or maximum
lv. 5 query servant because lv. 3 and lv. 4 baffas are a kind of minor and a waf of skill point. Edit: Aorya has corrected me that its bofafing is available on the feature 3th query servant skills to reduce time. I actually thought it was 3th circle as called on explanation but it's not true. If you want faster leather cast time as well, lv. Go to 4 or 5! Edit: Until You Party is a daano (+ maximum
leather), Consider your other pt members before using it or it can reject their bifs. Summonang: The greatest skill for the sun at the end. If it was not to disable large SP maintenance and SP recovery then I told it to be great. Some skills like the management of the Hafiz kingdom attack on the light myself is very useful to me and with it can be a loss against the owners. As a leakor,
I've always been running from sp too early with 64 SPR and constantly clogging a big SPO; especially in party ingratia. So because of my constantlow SP, I rarely find a situation where I can squeeze one symmunang when other, more konvanant skills like the sought-after salamayaun are available for affordable so far (and very much against the crowd). As a lysion, pyro c1, I find
a position much like Summonang before a bossfight where everyone has a full SP (after that I'm in 35% sp) or just using it to ride in the map. My link + Fireball/Flame does the same work with very little SP involvement in the ground. Edit: When using this when filled with map congestion, as the evil spirit completes the gel, it is best to otherwise you are just wasting sp. I
recommend getting a temple shooter card, it does double auto damage in a straight line which you can ask for. &gt;-To become an effective magician you will have to burn your money through very hard. Not only will you constantly make GPS pots, you will spend every money on the Magician Master. (At least it's not a master's money but it's very close)- Job development says, it's
very difficult and must demand your SP management between the sumin and your own abilities. For too long the demand and you will not be casting anything and you will be hugely wasted. -It's a bar i'm asking to entertain both Omion and an owner, but when you have to drink it's just going to get in the way. -The skills are shiny but at the end is only a little more than the pyro c1
alone with high price. If you don't want to do it, just recommend (go to Almantlast for this) or full support (Choronomankar is better), magicianis like a hybrid but it's a dirty job. Brought by you: Thank you for reading and have a happy C.B.T. 17 likes the kind'em all first, thank you so much for this feedback... Magician is the class I'm intending and it was very useful to study. What's
the reason for the Leker C2 Pick? Sun C2 was not better? 1 As I realize that the servant needs to work again. It's not that the baffs are bad, they're very decent, but at the maximum level it gives you 5 separate bifs. Since you have more than 5 biffs, they can and your other biffs and any party members will join them. The leker starts from level 3, so take a leker C2 level 3 and 4
would be. Magician is 5th class so I can take just one circle for it right now. 1 Thus bonus is a few of the sp recovery Although. O_o I mean, it's like 100~ free SPR. Silver Scka expenses lv. Starts from 1 to 53k. You will not recover sp by either symmunang. It's just because he's not right until I want to go from it. Yes, but you will not always be the creature you ask... Or ride it. You
will go out of style for a while, one of which has all your other mage skills. You will be gamabang out of your central expertise in doing so. Plus for the liker you will not be using a whole of SP anyway. I am following this construction: im currently in the rank4, the liker. So is it still right to follow him? I would discourage the c2/c3 wizard to be loud lyker/query. Forte for the higher the
wsherder circle are fast and airconditioning skills. After all your liker/query skills there is no cast time which will get along with each other to create extreme snobs to classify the wizard instead of other classes as well as each other (I still can't say anything about the neapro because I don't have it). With your construction most of its damage will depend on the saman, energy bolt
and earthquake. All of them are immediately burned through SP and do not suffer as much as other classes. If you're already wiz, Let's c1 then I'd recommend going to Almanlist to get more aggressive skills instead of the saman and the wizard will instantly cast/believe that magic will appreciate it. Finally it's still a son and it's just like 20 more days, so if you still want to try it you
feel free to go out of it. Do you have a valid/good construction/guide to The Almanlast? Sorry, you'll have to dig a better fortune through the topics here. I can recommend that the stone curse is this ass fucking so don't get it. Hello, does the physical link work on your saman? Does the spiritual link work at all? If you are attrebut you have to take the ask servant Lv3 but it's time to
reduce the time to be leather available. (Magician 170 soon here) Thank you 1 like oh! I just felt it since the need is 3rd circle, not lv. Level 3. Thanks for reviewing the magician! But on the approach to the atmosphere- I have to disagree. My phys attack on the subsequent page and the magic tour was upgraded to level 2 (although the figures did not change) also I don't think you
actually got secondary card data but from the main card-(I saw clearly dm g is going after the main card upgrading) Plus I feel to keep the SP that you have no soul skills and just a little fine with the SP pot because the cost of SP is based on the maximum SP% . Is there a way to take away a sought-after devil? I saw a magician while still his SP bar is complete. You just right Click
the icon on the side so that they leave them. Next page → → →
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